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To date, museums’ traditional visitor profile still reflects the problem of social inequality. 

Outreach practices are one strategy to fulfill museums’ social responsibility and to 

contribute to reversing the patriarchal structure of the museum into more democratic and 

inclusive museum practices. However, little is known about museums’ motives underlying 

these practices, and the barriers that prevent them from taking these initiatives. Hence, 

the present paper examines museums’ engagement beyond their walls and the related 

obstacles and facilitators they encounter in their initiatives to reach out to people and 

communities. Using data generated from a web-based survey (N = 127), it is found that 

the majority of museums are organizing outreach practices, though only a quarter of the 

museums structurally embedded these activities. All museums operating beyond their 

walls are mainly driven by social motives, which support the expectation that museums 

attempt to catalyze social change. Unfortunately, they can rarely rely on an explicit 

outreach policy vision. Also, other organizational barriers should be tackled (e.g., a lack of 

time and didactical support) to successfully embrace their social purpose and satisfy 

communities’ needs. Finally, seeking staff with close ties to the community will improve 

museums’ community engagement. 

 
Free De Backer is a postdoctoral researcher at the Department of Educational Sciences of the 
Vrije Universiteit Brussels. She has been especially interested in questions relating to arts 
education within and out-of-school context; the development of educational innovation policies; 
cultural participation in later life; and the dynamics of lifelong learning.  
Jeltsen Peeters works on a scholarship from the Research Foundation Flanders. She is currently 
preparing her PhD focusing on the introduction of self-regulated learning practices in primary 
education. 
Willem Elias is professor at the Department of Educational Sciences of the Vrije Universiteit 
Brussels. His teaching and research focus on arts education, aesthetics and art theory. 
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The museums are undergoing profound changes in their conception of public accessibility, 

being recognized today as spaces for active learning (Valente, 2005). 

 We intend, in this work, by concentrating on the concept of inclusion and from him reflect 

on how museums have been linked with him briefly analyzing their cultures, policies and 

practices (Booth e Ainscow, 2012).We recognize the inclusion as a process related 

constant struggle for the removal of barriers that prevent full participation, not only the 

disabled person, but any individual in the society where it is inserted (Santos, 2003). We 

note, however, that museums have sought to promote inclusive actions, directing them to 

the care of specific groups, in an attempt to classify an individual by their limitations. The 

term "for all" highlights the condition of equality in education, leisure and access to cultural 

heritage produced by the society in which the individual belongs, but it is necessary that 

the actions are in line with those ideals. The research, production of support materials and 

resources available, increasing participation and the establishment of collaborative work, 

indicate the respect and appreciation of "diversity" as an intrinsic value to the institution. 

 
Silvilene de Barros Ribeiro Morais is a student in the Postgraduate Program in Museology and 
Heritage (Federal University of Rio de Janeiro State - UNIRIO). She develops researches about 
museum inclusion for her PhD. 
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Digita11y is a partner project led by the Peabody Essex Museum, between five different 

cultural institutions including the Smithsonian and the Kennedy Center for Performing Arts. 

The $0.5 million three-year project goal is to create an open-source digital platform, which 

cultural institutions will easily be able to use to create Apps that provide accessible cultural 

experiences to blind and low-vision audiences. This presentation will present findings from 

the first year of the project, which began in October 2014. Development of the digital 

platform is a completely iterative process, involving audience testing by both the cultural 

institution end-users who will create Apps, and the blind and low-vision audiences 

themselves who will be using the Apps. In addition, the project aims to create a platform 

that demonstrates best practice in terms of universal design, and which is therefore 

accessible and enjoyable to all audiences, regardless of their vision. The presentation will 

analyze how the iterations of the project are both responding to audience needs, whilst 

maintaining focus on the goals of the project. It will also provide some analysis of how to 

manage this type of project, with partner institutions from across the USA who all have 

different kinds of cultural experiences and different audiences. 

 
Juliette Fritsch, Ph.D.: Chief of Education at the Peabody Essex.  Principal Investigator for 

DigitA11y, a consortium building an app for accessible interpretive cultural content. She was 

formerly responsible for interpretation at the Victoria and Albert. She edited Museum Gallery 

Interpretation and Material Culture and reviews for Curator and Visitor Studies. 
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This presentation will provide a snapshot of what can happen when family visitors, ages 

5-adult who are deaf or hard of hearing and communicate in sign language use mobile 

versions of a Signing Science Picture Dictionary, Signing Science Dictionary, and Signing 

Math Dictionary during visits to the Museum of Science, Boston (MoS). Run through of the 

unique features of each dictionary will highlight the Universal Design for Learning (UDL) 

Framework that underlies each app and has proven essential for meeting the varied 

communication needs of visitors who are deaf or hard of hearing and use sign for 

communication. Focusing on the Word Lists attached to exhibit panels, it will be explained 

that even with all of their options for individualized use, simply providing a versatile tool 

without a mechanism to help begin using it can be a less than ideal solution. Summary 

data from the larger study that provided the excerpts used for this presentation will show 

that the apps can help visitors to: read instructions and labels, look up the ASL signs for 

and definitions of exhibit terms, and then use the sign and their new learning to discuss 

the science content that is the focus of the exhibit.  

Judy Vesel is Principal Investigator at TERC of a body of work referred to as “Signing Math & 
Science”. She also leads other bodies of work that involve research and development of inclusive 
devices for a range of users, including those who are blind or have low vision. 
 


